Reference testimonials
“Will is easy to work with. His approach is thoughtful, considered, thorough and
creative. He is extremely knowledgeable about construction, permitting, and processes
on the shoreline, knowledge that is important indeed when building or renovating in a
tough environmental and regulatory area. As shoreline zoning continues to evolve at a
rapid pace, Will's expertise and ability to anticipate possible issues is invaluable.”
Joseph Paduda
Principal
Health Strategy Associates, LLC

"Will Thomson is wonderfully relentless in pursuing the details that make a design and a
building a success or not. He is someone who can be relied upon."
Robert Patricelli

"Using great sensitivity to sites and existing historic architecture, Will Thompson creates
pleasing and practical designs that are both beautiful and user-friendly. Will employs
state of the art sustainable technology whenever possible for energy efficiency and
economy, as well as maintaining awareness of clients' needs and cues from the natural
surroundings. He is also well experienced with zoning regulations, permits, and historic
district requirements, is an excellent communicator and is very hands-on with the entire
building process."
Rebecca Bunting

“Coastline Consulting & Development, LLC conducted the construction work on the
Jacobs Beach Boardwalk under the direction and guidance of Will Thompson. In addition
to his design work, Will is very knowledgeable regarding the construction aspects of the
project and the various challenges faced by contractors. It was a pleasure working with
a designer with this level of field experience.
We look forward to working with Will
again on the next project.”
Mark Jackson
President & Senior Project Manager
Coastline Consulting & Development

“Will is very detailed in his work. He has a great understanding of how his designs will
affect the trades on the jobsite. I enjoyed working with Will.”
David Milano
Milano Development Corp.

“Will has always been a pleasure to work with. He is thorough, always professional, and
delivered as promised.”
Joe Ametrano

“Privately and in a role as liaison to the Guilford Park and rec commission from the
Guilford Standing Building Committee I have had the pleasure in dealing with Will
Thompson, he went way beyond the scope of the contract to make sure the project was
absolutely as good as it could be given the restraints of cost and time. A pleasure to
work with; a terrific result. I would certainly seek Will out for any future project I am
involved with.”
Jim Goodridge

“We needed interior storage and Will Thompson designed a clever and beautiful cabinet
system that was completely integral to the existing cabinetry and decor. It was installed
beautifully and we love it!”
Tobie Meisel

“Will is an innovative architect who understands the importance of low-impact, rugged
design. Our work with Will resulted in the Diamond Pier being specified on two major
public works projects.” Said Rick Gagliano, Founder and President of Pin Foundations.
“Both projects are excellent applications for the Diamond Pier footing and we found Will
to be an excellent partner as we worked together through the design, bidding and
construction process. We look forward to our next project together.”
“Will does a great job of keeping everyone involved and updated as a project evolves.”
Says Mike Donoghue, Pin Foundations Director of Commercial Sales. “We experienced
first hand what an excellent job Will does of keeping vendors, municipalities and really,
all stakeholders, connected and coordinated. We have found working with Will to be a
smooth, professional and efficient experience.”
Mike Donoghue
Pin Foundations Inc.
"Will Thompsons designs were excellent.
we desired."

He achieved the openness and function that
Jim Trefz.

Madison

“Will Thompson's beautiful design for Guilford's Jacob's Beach was sensitive to
ecological factors and egalitarian in that it has made the beach and it's resources
accessible to all ages and interests.”
Shirley Girioni

“I have had the pleasure in working with Will Thompson. He was extremely attentive to
my needs and always had valuable information in regard to my proposed project. Not
only was his knowledge key in helping plan the future of my business, but he was also
easy to get a hold of. If he was not available to answer my calls he would send me an
email stating that he had received the message and would be getting back to me

shortly. I have enjoyed knowing and working with Will and refer him to anyone looking
for architectural expertise.”
Dr. AJ Gagliardi
“Working with Will Thompson has been an absolute pleasure. Not only is he extremely
professional and attuned to the small details but his creativity comes through in his
fantastic designs. He was able to guide our organization through the design, permitting
and sub-contracting of the amazing new boardwalk and overlook platform at Chittenden
Park. He went above and beyond in every aspect of the project. We couldn’t recommend
him more highly!”
Clare Cain, Trail Stewardship Director
Connecticut Forest & Park Association

	
  

